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   NEWS FLASH 

   Jan - Mar 2015 

  

 On Monday 12/1/2015, we had our energy filled children coming back  

to school for another year of excitement, learning and thrilling experiences.  

 It was definitely a scene full of vibrancy. Teachers ushered the students to 

 their classrooms and everybody quickly got into ice breaking sessions and  

related activities before getting into the routine of the teaching and learning  

process. 
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On 31st January 2015, APSS Primary held its 7th Annual Excellence Award ceremony in the 
Multipurpose Hall in recognition of the achievements of primary students in the academic 
year of 2014. 

Awards were presented by our Principal, Encik Muhammad Putera bin Hamzah, Prin-
cipal of Asia Pacific International School, Dr Richard Clark and our Deputy Principal, Puan 
Najiba Ahmad to the winners of Best Student for Subject, Best Student in Class and Best 
Male and Female Athletes.  

The highlight of the event was the award presentation for Puan Sri Award and Princi-
pal awards winners. Puan Sri Award was presented to Syed Zaim Albar bin Syed Faisal for 
his rounded performance in both academic and non-academic fields whereas the Principal 
Award winner was Wan Izlyn Sofea bt Wan Shahrizal for her consistent academic perfor-
mance throughout the year. The awards were also presented to the UPSR 2014 top scorers. 

The presentation of the award was complemented by choir, recorder and violin ensem-
ble and piano recital by our very own talented primary students 

  The school hopes that the Excellence Award Day will encourage other students to do 
better in their studies.  
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The UPSR Parents’ Dialogue Session  was a platform for the school to present APSS 

UPSR Excellence Programme for 2015. From this presentation , parents were informed of the 

series of activities both academic and non-academic which had been planned to prepare our 

students towards excellence in their UPSR.  

It was an opportunity for parents and teachers to share their inputs and feedback on 

the best strategy to achieve excellence for the students. 

A target setting  exercise with parents working with their children preceded with an 

oath taking session by the students to express their commitment. 

In closing,  as a first stimulus to motivate themselves,the P6 students of 2015 per-

formed the song  ‘Gemuruh’ by Faizal Tahir for their parents and teachers.  
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On 6th February 2015, our P6 stu-

dents went on a journey full of excitement 

and positive vibes for a camp designed to 

inspire them to become  ‘A’ star students 

as they prepare for their UPSR.   

   

The camp was held in Hulu Langat, 

Lembah Azwen Resort. It was a whole new 

experience for all the students. Under 

the watchful eyes of their teachers and 

guided by skillful and enthusiastic facilita-

tors, the children learnt to gauge their 

abilities and potentials. 
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 On the 26th of March the younger 

children from P1 & P2 went on their field trip 

to watch a live theatre performance called  “ 

The Snail and the Whale” organized by the 

Primary English Department.  

The aim of the field trip was to expose 

children to   drama and theatre. It will also 

help them to expand their communication 

and vocabulary skills. 

Children were able to see and learn that 

size is not a hindrance to achieve their 

dreams.  

 


